Martyr’s Day
(Salama) celebrates the Month of reading

Students’ Safety while crossing

Dangers of staying up at night
Hello dear friends,,

Memories of martyrs pass every and each day in our minds and in the mind of Martyrs’ families too. We recall their memories not to cry for their loss or being sad for them not being around, but to be proud of them, their sacrifices, the epics tournaments they have made for this nation.

Those martyrs chose to be elevated to the skies not to the territory of the graves, their bodies are raining pure blood hugging the soil of homeland to grow the flag from our pure land and send the lights testament to the loyalty and dedication of these heroes.

Peace be upon Our Martyrs, May Allah rest them in peace.
Salama Magazine celebrated during last October The Month of Reading which had been celebrated within UAE among the “National Reading Strategy”. The magazine was spread among 5 malls in Dubai through a big initiative that was organized by Ousha Bint Hussein Cultural Center under the title of “Let’s read”. The initiative witnessed RTA and many other governmental and private sectors participation. The distribution of the Magazine continued among children in shopping malls throughout the whole month of reading, in addition to many other books that have been provided by the initiative freely for shoppers both adults & young in both languages Arabic & English.

Students of (Al Mizhar American Academy) in Dubai learnt about the most important behaviors that they should follow in general while using the school bus so the bus will be safer and more secure for their souls and safer for other road users. The workshop about school bus safety has witnessed more than 25 students.

Students of (Al Mizhar American Academy) for secondary education in Dubai learnt about public safety rules and how to avoid other drivers’ mistakes. The students’ showed a great deal of interaction with safety instructions, which focused on non-traditional methods to ensure safety while driving, including failure to comply with negative and reckless behavior of some drivers and get away or change lane in the appearance of a driver driving fast.

(Asmaa Bint Al Noman - ABN School) Students’ learn about safety rules
Over 50 participants from drivers Al Futtaim attended a traffic lecture, organized by the Traffic Department, in cooperation with the safety, health and environmental management in the company. The Workshop focused on the behaviors pursued by some drivers while sharing the street with the rest of the road users; such as the seriousness of the sudden swerve, avoid parking the vehicle in Right of way as they dedicated for emergency.

Traffic Awareness Team has given a traffic Awareness workshops in both The second of December & Al Ahmadiya schools. In which explained the golden rule and the good behaviors students should follow inside school bus, dedicated playing areas, safe sitting for kids in vehicles. In addition, the students played and had fun with cartoon characters that accompanying them throughout the whole workshop. Valuable gifts where distributed among the students.

Jumeirah Model School hosted a lecture entitled (the golden rule for the safety of our students) presented by the Traffic Awareness Department at the RTA at the school’s headquarters in the presence and participation of more than 50 students.
The European Union is born
1st November 1993

From today, the EC will now be known as the European Union (EU) and a tight timetable for economic and monetary union will bring member state closer together. The EU will take on new responsibilities for a common foreign and security policy on affairs such as asylum, immigration, terrorism and drugs. The new terms were laid down in the Maastricht Treaty which followed many years of negotiations between the foreign and finance ministers of the EC member state. Britain has opted out of the social chapter which concerns workers' rights, but citizens in all 12 countries are now Europeans with rights to live and work in any other EU state. Many countries have held a referendum to determine their entry into the EU. The Danes rejected the treaty and will not be joining. The French referendum gained only a marginal victory, and in Germany the treaties were referred to the constitutional courts, but were eventually voted in.

TV. Age Begins
2 November 1936

The world's first TV service was inaugurated by the British Broadcasting Corporation today. An estimated 100 TV owners, all living within a radius of 25 miles (40 km) from the studio Alexandra palace, north London, saw the Postmaster General perform the opening ceremony. The BBC is using the system developed by Mr. John Logie Baird, which at present involves a 40-second delay between the event being shown and the actual transmission; during this 40 seconds a film is developed, printed and projected. It is believed that a simultaneous system will shortly be introduced. For the time being there will be two one-hour transmissions a day. Although television sets cost up to £184 ($100) it is thought that the number of owners will increase rapidly now that programmes can be transmitted regularly.

New York gets streetcars
26 November 1832

New York's Public transport system was inaugurated today WHEN Mr. John Mason's horse-drawn streetcars, the city's first, went into operation between Spring and 14th street.
Scenario: Loulwa Thani

Car windows tenting

The engine is working, anybody inside?

Are you serious! High temperature doesn’t give me other option rather than tenting it this way.

Hi sir, I see your tenting percentage exceeds the approved limit.

Ah, you mean I can do tenting to avoid the high temperature but in moderation?

Tenting should not exceed 30%, and should be done only for car side windows and rear windshield not the front.

You are totally right, especially at night visibility is almost nonexistent, I don’t see the road in front of me, and I thought in the beginning that I am suffering from an optical problem.

Sir, you have to realize that prohibiting tenting in that exaggerating way is to ensure visibility for you, therefore to protect you from the dangers of the road.

Be aware, a fine applied for violating tenting percentage for cars. According to Traffic Federal Law, it reach 500 AED and car confiscation for 30 days. Don’t forget to reduce the tenting. Drive Safely.

Hi, have I done anything wrong?

To report any violations or defects in Dubai roads right of way contact RTA’s call center: 8008090
Together we build the future of Dubai www.rta.ae
Scenario: Loulwa Thani

Students’ Safety while crossing

How beautiful my school is! The repainted it with a light color.

Let’s go Salama, hold your brother’s hand & let’s cross the street.

Okay Dad.

Watch out!

Your Mercy, God.
Excuse me, this area is dedicated for students' crossing. All of them are your kids' colleagues. Please drive more safely and cautiously.

Sorry, I apologize. I was checking that my kids took all of their school tools.

Of course that makes you distracted between driving and talking. Home is the place for preparations Madam, Safe driving is a mandatory in the street.

Thanks God you are safe and sound.

I promise I'll be always cautious and considerate while driving.

Thanks Dad for staying with us and not leaving. It make it easier for my brother.
Abu Mohamed...! What's wrong?!

Oh Man... are you serious, sending me a joke at this late hour!

Let's go kids, I don't want you to be late for school.

Why didn't you reply back to my joke yesterday Salem?

Abu Mohammed, are you kidding me, sending a joke at 3 am!

I though you are still awake.

Most of people are asleep at that time. I wonder why you stay up at night.

I can't sleep early.
And how you wake up for work? I think you also take your kids to school.

Yes, I take them. I'm used to that.

One day, before Salem & his kids go to school, Abu Mohammed called him.

Morning Salem, can you please pick up kids to school. I had a small accident.

Right away, send me your location.

I was sleepy and couldn't see the car in front of me. Thanks to God for his protection.

It is good you are safe. I see you must park your car in the nearest garage and come with me to your home to take some rest after we take kids to school.

You are right Salem. You warned me more than once & I didn't listen to you. That's the result. I was about to pay my life for it.
Avoiding Hazards during rains

Thanks for coming dad, I missed the bus.

Never mind Hessa.. Make sure your shoes is clean before getting in the vehicle.

Spray of accumulated water could hurt other vehicles and pedestrians.

It is important not to stomp on brakes as the vehicle may slides and becomes difficult to handle.

Okay.. but why are we far from the vehicle in front?

We keep safe distance between our vehicle and the one in front to help us stop in case of emergency, may Allah forbids.

Dad.. Should we put on the hazard lights as this vehicle?

No.. while raining or during fog we must use the low beams.

Hazard lights means that there is a fault or something wrong with the vehicle and not just slowing down.
We must use the indicators properly, because other drivers can't see which lane we are taking.

We shouldn't forget using windscreen and rear wipers continuously for clear vision.

No.. we will not risk ourselves, so as not to drift the vehicle or allow water to drown the engine, causing it to stall.

Oh! There is a torrent ahead dad, are you going to cross it?

No.. these rules are for our own and others safety Hessa .. We must abide them all.

There are too much rules for driving while raining dad.. it seems very difficult to follow them all.
Qardon loves driving with high speed, he doesn't care about traffic rules. You got high speed fines because you don't know how to deal with radars in the road. What do you mean?! It is very simple: first you have to know the places of radar in the street, before you come to it lower your speed, when you pass it speed up again. I think this will be risky and stressful while driving. Are you going to show me with your car? No risk at all. come I’ll show you. As you can see, I’m driving at 120 Km while the speed of the road is 80 km, after a while we will encounter a radar. Let’s see what will you do.
Look, here comes the radar, I'll start lowering my speed before I reach it.

Ah.. That's what you are doing to avoid fines!

When Qardon was driving with high speed, something happened suddenly; a new radar was put he knows nothing about.

Watch out, a radar!

No No No.

Now I'll show you how will I deal with the next radar.

After he was surprised with the new radar, he pressed on his car brakes suddenly which make the car swerved and hit another car.

We were about to pay a high price for your unhappy thoughts.

You are right dear friend, I will not repeat it again.
Facts about Deserts

Deserts cover about 20% of all land area in the world. They only receive less than 10 inches of rain annually.

Sand dunes cover about 10% of the deserts.

Desert plants can stay without water for years in a row, and some live for hundreds of years.

Important information, Alyaa .. It’s clear that you have benefitted from the book I gave you as a present about the deserts.

Yes .. but not always. The heat in some deserts is scorching during the day, but the temperature can drop to below zero after sunset.

Sand dunes cover about 10% of the deserts.

Praise be to God.

Wow! Look at all those sand dunes, my friends.

They cover a huge area.

They look like they are very hot.

They look very hot.
We gained a lot of valuable information today...

Thank you, Alyaa.

The Sahara Desert in North Africa is the biggest desert in the world, with total area exceeding nine million square kilometres.

And what is the biggest desert, Alyaa?

The Sahara Desert in North Africa is the biggest desert in the world, with total area exceeding nine million square kilometres.

Desert animals have developed ways to adapt, which help them retain coolness of their bodies and consume less water. Camels, for example, can stay for days without food or water.

We gained a lot of valuable information today...

Thank you, Alyaa.
Today dear friends
I’ll teach you an important thing. How to deal if we encounter a sudden accident on the road.

When that happens, first thing to do is reducing speed gradually.

Don’t stop in the accident’s place; it leads to more confusion and problems.

Stop in a safe place, unless it is necessary to stop.

Do not stop suddenly, it is very important, so as not to cause other cars collide.
Welcome dear friend in my kitchen, I would like to ask you do you like Tiramisu?

Yes I do chef.

Let's make it then for you & for our friends.

All what we need is:
- (2 spoons of coffee – 1 cup of hot water – pack of ladyfingers biscuits – package of whipped cream – Cocoa powder – condensed milk)

Put milk & cream together in a bowl & mix them until the mixture hold together.

Sprinkle cocoa powder above it.

Now Tiramisu is ready after we left it in the fridge for 4 hours.